Your Research & Publication Project: Library Services Available for Research Faculty

WHEN: January 11, 12:00-1:00 pm
LOCATION: 1028 Dykes Library
TARGET AUDIENCE: SoM, SoN, and SAH faculty members, and Post Docs, Fellows, & Residents who perform research

PRESENTERS:

Crystal Cameron-Vedros, Head, Document Delivery & Copyright Compliance, Liaison to KUMC Pharmacy and Graduate Studies, Dykes Library, University of Kansas Medical Center
Anne Huffman, Head of Public Services, Liaison to School of Medicine, Dykes Library, University of Kansas Medical Center
Bob Pisciotta, Associate Director & Head of Technical Services, Liaison to School of Medicine, Dykes Library, University of Kansas Medical Center
Jason Stirnaman, Biomedical Librarian & Digital Projects Librarian, Liaison to School of Medicine, Dykes Library, University of Kansas Medical Center

DESCRIPTION
An introduction to library resources and information that can optimize the development, organization and communication of your scientific research publications and projects

TOPICS
Introduction
Faculty of 1000
My NCBI
EndNote

NIH Mandate
Open Access Publishing
Science Commons

Journal Impact Factors
Cited References in SCI

KUMC Digital Repository

OBJECTIVES
Participants will:
- Explore features of Faculty of 1000 Biology
- Use My NCBI to establish preferences and alerts for PubMed
- Become familiar with using a bibliographic citation manager (EndNote) for organizing research;
- Use ISI’s Journal Citation Reports to determine the impact factor for journals
- Become familiar with ISI’s Science Citation Index for identifying cited references
- Explore publishing under the newly passed NIH mandate
- Explore copyright management for authors
- Explore research tools via the Science Commons
- Explore innovations in scientific communication via the KUMC Digital Repository

Registration Required

Please go to the PDFA TRAINING website to register or cancel:
https://www2.kumc.edu/PDFATraining/
This system orders or cancels your lunch and reserves your seat.